
 

 

Moderate Level Behaviours

- Behaviour where 
deliberate and consistent 

disruption affects the ability 
of students to learn and 

teacher to teach 

Serious Level Behaviours

- Significantly disrupting 
other student’s rights to 

learn and be safe. 
Significantly disrupting the 

teacher’s right to 
teach/manage the group. 

Violent/offensive behaviour

Warning

- Teacher to remind student 
of appropriate way to 

behave in class reflecting on  
Play is the Way language

Low Level Behaviours

- Minor behaviours that 
interrupt classroom routines 

and management

In class reflection time

- Quiet reflection time for 
student and teacher to 

discuss with student the 
reason for their behaviour

Buddy class

- Buddy class sheet to be 
completed by student and sent 

home to parent/caregiver by 
teacher. 

Teacher to document on Sentral

Office Timeout  Call hotline 63

- Call 63 for assistance with 
student. Leadership will ask 

whether you would like student 
removed or if they want you  to 

take the class so you can speak to 
the student. Parent contact then 
needs to be made by teacher that 

day and noted on Sentral.

- Leadership to put supports in place for the 
student including Behaviour Support Coach

- Family meeting/leadership to have 
conversation with parent

- Leadership discuss and make decison on 
Suspension followed by reconnection 

meeting with leadership, teacher, student 
and Family

- Referral-behaviour coach

- Exclusion 

TRINITY GARDENS SCHOOL BEHAVIOUR EDUCATION FLOW CHART 
Teachers are expected to oversee behaviour education of students using PITW language and restorative practices. 

They should also make contact with the family when a student’s behaviour is impacting on their learning and 

others. Leadership will support on a school level and contact families when behaviour escalates. 

 

Student returns to class 

apologises for behaviour and has 

restorative conversation with 

teacher and or other student.  

Student re-joins learning. 

 

 

Leadership review 

behaviour of students on a 

weekly basis and decide 

on future actions. 


